ATS Faculty Jamboree

Friday, Feb. 1, 2019

ATS room 101
Discussion will begin at 11:15 a.m.
Refreshments will be served at 10:45 a.m. in the weather lab

ATS faculty will give short overviews of their research. Professors who will speak and their topics are as follows:

University Distinguished Professor Sonia Kreidenweis
Aerosols, the “aerobiome,” and clouds

Assistant Professor Kristen Rasmussen
Mesoscale meteorology and regional climate modeling

Professor Peter Jan van Leeuwen
Nonlinear data assimilation and causality

Associate Professor Elizabeth Barnes
Atmospheric variability and tools for its quantification

Professor David Thompson
Climate dynamics

Professor Eric Maloney
Tropical meteorology and climate dynamics

University Distinguished Professor David Randall
Moist dynamics across scales

Colloquia and seminar page: https://www.atmos.colostate.edu/colloquia/